
THE TOTAL FITNESS & SELF LOVE PROGRAM

Meditation & Rest & Recovery WorkBook

Meditation opens a _______ for your inner ____________.

3 things you must do to experience body awareness through meditation:

1.
2.
3.

To experience the benefits of a quiet mind, it takes 2 things:

1.
2.

List 2 Risks of Not Applying Meditation:

1.
2.

List 2 Benefits of Meditation:

1.
2.



What can you have in your sacred space? Picture yours now and describe what’s in it:

During Meditation what is 1 example of what you can focus on?

After Meditation

- Sit quietly
- Sip _________
- Bring awareness to your _______ & ________

ACCOUNTABILITY ELEMENT:

Download Insight Timer – let’s do it together

- Add me as a friend – Lisa Mc (LisaRMT12@gmail.com)
- Listen to one meditation

Listen to at least one meditation per week.

What are you most proud of so far?

What have you accomplished thus far?

What is still your top 3 challenges?



What’s still your biggest challenge?

What did you decide for your Rest, Recovery & Relaxation activity?

Was it fulfilling?

What would you do differently?

What would you choose next time you need some Rest, Recovery & Relaxation?

What are you most proud of so far on this journey? This could be your inner or outer changes,
relationships with others, relationship with yourself, being more proactive over reactive.

What have you accomplished this far and how do you feel about yourself?



As of today, what are your top 3 challenges? Were you able to solve your previous top 3 at all?

As of today, what is your biggest challenge?

What did you decide for your Rest, Recovery & Relaxation activity? Why?

Was it fulfilling? Did you take that time for yourself or did it get filled up with something else?

How could you improve it for next time, what would you do differently? Enforce the time taken for
yourself, saying no to others or yourself who try to fill this time with something else?

What would you choose the next time you need some Rest, Recovery & Relaxation?

I’m so PROUD of you!!😊


